There are lots of things that regular people can do but dads can't. Dads can't cross the street without holding hands. They can push, but can't swing. When dads play hide-and-seek they always get found, but they have a hard time finding you. Dads really need to be kissed good night at bedtime. It's a wonder they make it through life at all!

My Personal Review:
What Dads Cant Do
This is a fun book showing a dinosaur father and his son (or possibly daughter, it's hard to tell with dinosaurs) enjoying their daily activities and explaining all of the things that dads can't do. The illustrations are amusing, and kids will enjoy working out the reasons why dads can't do so many things (such as giving their kids a bath without getting all wet!).

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
What Dads Cant Do - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!